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11. ExEcutivE Summary
the experience of civil parties participating in case 
002 at the Extraordinary chambers in the courts 
of cambodia (Eccc) provides important insights 
into victim participation in a mass atrocity trial. 
understanding the expectations of civil parties and 
evaluating their experience so far will help us to 
improve victim support at future cases at the Eccc 
and other internationalised courts. 
This report presents the findings from interviews with 
civil parties at the beginning of case 002/01. it uses a 
qualitative methodology grounded in thematic analysis 
and identifies key themes constructed and defined 
from the responses of civil parties.
the report examines the following themes: what 
makes justice meaningful and satisfactory for civil 
parties; their goals for participating; the emotional 
consequences of application and participation; the 
impact of limited resources for victims; how civil 
parties understand the trial and participation process 
and their thoughts on moral and collective reparations. 
the report then draws some lessons learned, including 
the need for education concerning fair trial rights, calls 
for a strategy for communication regarding reparations 
and proposes different ways to maximise the impact of 
attendance.  
It also identifies a gap regarding psycho-social support 
at the application stage and calls for a general strategy 
for updates and support to civil parties despite the 
funding limitations.  Finally, the report concludes with 
areas for future research.
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22. introduction
[Victim participation] is always very important, 
because first of all at least we can know about 
our story more clearly and then we know 
about the violations committed by our leaders 
and then it provides us hope for the future and 
for justice.
Civil party from Kampot province.
After 30 years, the people of Cambodia finally have 
a chance at accountability for Khmer rouge crimes.  
Following a lengthy and fraught negotiation process, the 
un and the cambodian government established the 
Extraordinary chambers in the courts of cambodia 
(Eccc) in 2006.1  the Eccc was established as a 
hybrid tribunal, and has a mandate to bring to trial 
senior leaders of the Khmer rouge and those most 
responsible for the crimes constituting serious violations 
of cambodian and international law committed 
between 17 april 1975 to 6 January 1979.  
this period of Khmer rouge rule was devastating to 
the country, with nearly 2 million people killed.2  due 
to the hybrid nature of the Eccc, which draws on 
both cambodian and international law, victims are able 
to participate in proceedings in an unprecedented 
way.  under the cambodian criminal Procedure code, 
part of the civil law system retained from the country’s 
time under French colonial rule, victims can act as civil 
parties in the domestic judicial system with a number of 
rights, including the right to be represented by a lawyer, 
to question the accused and witnesses, to introduce 
evidence and to make a closing statement.3
Similarly, civil party participation was included in 
rule 23 of the internal rules of the Eccc in 2007 
(the rules that govern the functioning of the court) 
enabling victims of the Khmer Rouge period to take 
part.4  civil parties before the Eccc have the capacity 
to a) participate in criminal proceedings against those 
responsible for crimes within the jurisdiction of the 
ECCC by supporting the prosecution; and b) seek 
1. For a detailed account of the negotiation process please see John d. ciorciari, 
“History and Politics behind the Khmer rouge trials” in On Trial: The Khmer 
Rouge Accountability Process eds. John D. Ciorciari and Anne Heindel (DC-Cam, 
2009), pp. 67-81.
2. david chandler, A History of Cambodia (Boulder, CO: Westview, 2008), p.259.
3. Sarah thomas and terith chy, “including the Survivors in the tribunal 
Process”, in On Trial: The Khmer Rouge Accountability Process eds. John d. 
Ciorciari and Anne Heindel (DC-Cam, 2009), p.291, n.52.
4. rule 23, internal rules, Eccc, 2007.  available at http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/
documents/legal/internal-rules 
collective and moral reparations.5  the decision by the 
Pre-Trial Chamber in March 2008 to allow civil parties 
to participate was heralded by nGos and court 
observers as a landmark ruling in international criminal 
justice and a victory for victims.6  
anyone who has suffered physical, psychological or 
material harm as a direct consequence of the Khmer 
rouge regime can apply to become a civil party.  they 
then have the same rights as every other party to the 
proceedings. During the first trial of Kaing Guek Eav aka 
“Duch” (the head of the notorious S-21 Phnom Penh 
prison) 90 civil party applicants took part, (although 
ultimately only 76 were accepted by the court as 
meeting the criteria for civil party status).7  However, 
their involvement in the trial (known as Case 001) 
lengthened proceedings by increasing the time given to 
questioning, often with repetition between civil party 
lawyers representing different groups.8   The judges 
responded by allocating time slots for each party to the 
proceedings.  
During Case 001 the judges also eliminated the 
right of civil parties to participate in sentencing 
proceedings and to question the accused and certain 
witnesses.9  in order to further streamline civil party 
representation, the internal rules were amended in 
February 2010, consolidating the civil parties into 
one group, represented by one international and one 
Cambodian lead co-lawyer at trial.10  although these 
5. although the internal rules regarding civil party participation have been 
revised a number of times, this dual role has remained constant.  rule 23, 
Internal Rules (Rev. 8), ECCC, 2011.
6.  FidH, “cambodia tribunal allows victims to participate in proceedings”, 
March 2008.  Available at http://www.fidh.org/en/asia/cambodia/ECCC/
Cambodia-Tribunal-Allows-Victims
7. 94 people applied to become civil Parties in case 001, three of these 
withdrew their applications and one was denied.  in the duch Judgement in July 
2010, 24 applicants were declared inadmissable although 10 were granted civil 
party status on appeal.  the face that a number of civil parties were declared 
inadmissible at this late stage caused confusion and frustration for those 
involved, who had participated the same as the others.  in case 002 the internal 
rules were changed and civil party admissibility was determined at the end 
of thejudicial investigation, before the trial.  (FIDH, Victims’ Rights: Before the 
Extraordinary chambers in the courts of cambodia (Eccc) a mixed record 
for civil Parties.  available at http://www.fidh.org/en/asia/cambodia/ECCC/
Victims-Rights-before-the-ECCC-A-12533).
8. Civil parties were divided into four groups in Case 001, and each group had 
one cambodian and one international lawyer.  For further details please see, 
alain Werner and daniella rudy, “civil Party representation at the Eccc: 
Sounding the retreat in international criminal Law?” Northwestern Journal of 
International Human Rights, Volume 8, Issue 3 (Summer 2010), P.304.
9. The KRT Trial Monitor, Report Issue 19, Week ending 30 August 2009, pp. 
5-6.  Available at http://wcsc.berkeley.edu/wp-content/uploads/documents/
KRT_Monitor_Report_19_week_18.pdf 
10. Eccc news, “7th Plenary Session of Eccc concludes”, 9th February 
2010. available at http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/articles/7th-plenary-session-eccc-
concludes
3amendments to the internal rules may have restricted 
some civil party rights, there was really no other option 
since changes were needed in order to streamline the 
proceedings and ensure expediency of the trial.  the 
revisions were needed due to the vast increase in the 
number of civil parties in case 002, where nearly 4,000 
applicants were accepted.
With so many thousands of civil parties and the many 
changes made to the process, what does participation 
mean and what has been the experience for civil 
parties?  This report presents the findings of the 
research project “Local voices in internationalised 
justice”, consisting of interviews with civil parties at 
the beginning of case 002/01.11  This project used 
a qualitative methodology grounded in thematic 
analysis to read more attentively a select number of 
respondents’ accounts.12 in this manner, the research 
aimed to capture the complexity of experience of being 
a civil party, complementing the large-scale surveys 
undertaken for both Case 001 and Case 002.13  24 civil 
parties were interviewed from 5 different provinces 
across the country.  the paper then explores lessons 
learned from the experiences of civil parties during 
the trial process.  as the trial chamber considers its 
verdict for Case 002/01, due later this year, the findings 
of this project carry important lessons for any further 
cases at the Eccc, the icc and to future courts, with 
respect not only to funding and resources but to the 
psychological and procedural needs of a large number 
of victim applicants.
3. anaLySiS
in my analysis of the interviews, responses from civil 
parties can be divided into 6 main themes.
1. mEaninGFuL and SatiSFactory JuSticE
civil parties had clear ideas of what they wanted 
from trials at the ECCC.  In order to feel satisfied 
11. The project was funded by a Nuffield Foundation small grant, SGS/39236.
12. For a description of inductive (as opposed to deductive or theoretical) 
qualitative analysis, see richard Boyatzis, Transforming Qualitative Information: 
Thematic Analysis and Code Development (London: Sage, 1998). 
13. For a survey of civil parties please see nadine Kirchenbauer et al, “victims 
Participation before the Extraordinary chambers in the courts of cambodia”, 
(cambodian Human rights and development association and Harvard 
Humanitarian initiative, 2013), available at http://www.adhoc-cambodia.
org/?p=2828.  For a general population survey please see Phuong Pham et al, 
“After the First Trial: A population based survey on knowledge and perception 
of justice and the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia”, 
(Berkeley: Human Rights Center, University of California, June 2011). Available 
at http://www.law.berkeley.edu/files/HRC/Publications_After-the-First-
Trial_06-2011.pdf. 
with the proceedings, they wanted a) the accused to 
acknowledge their crimes, b) the ECCC to abide by 
international standards and c) the trial to take place 
swiftly.
a) Acknowledgement 
civil parties expressed a desire for the accused to 
take responsibility for their crimes in their own words. 
this was important to the people interviewed in the 
sense that they believed the accused ought or should 
be made to admit to their actions, and that such 
acknowledgement was an important realisation of 
justice in itself.  
I don’t care much about reparations, but I just 
want them to confess, to tell the truth and to 
be responsible for that. 
Civil party from Battambang province.
For me satisfaction here means that the 
accused confess and then they admit what  
they did. 
Civil party from Kampong Speu province.
A number of interviewees talked of disappointment 
or anger when the accused failed to take responsibility 
or denied what happened, for example in the opening 
statements when they disputed the allegations against 
them and blamed the actions of the vietnamese. 
When they said that it was the Vietnamese 
who killed Cambodian people I was very angry 
because I only saw Cambodian people kill 
Cambodian people…I was angry because they 
were not responsible for what they did. 
Civil party from Pursat province.
Watching them, hearing them, hearing their 
refusal, their denial of what happened, really 
made me furious.
Civil party from Kampong Speu province. 
b) International standards 
For civil parties to feel satisfied with the justice process 
they also wanted the trial to be held to international 
standards.  references to the role of the ‘international 
community’ by civil parties demonstrated their support 
and faith in an international standard of justice at the 
Eccc.  
4However, there has been consistent criticism about 
political interference at the ECCC, specifically in the 
progression of cases 003 and 004.14  the cambodian 
Prime Minister and several senior Cambodian officials 
have caused controversy by publicly declaring these 
further trials as unnecessary.15 The international co-
investigating judge resigned at the end of 2011 citing 
attempted political interference16 and the reserve 
international co-investigating judge resigned the 
following year stating his authority to act had been 
constantly contested by his cambodian counterpart.17  
Some civil parties believed the un should act to 
prevent interference.
The UN…they are already involved in this 
process in Cambodia, they should use all their 
best possible measures to ensure that this 
court is firm and independent.  Because…the 
chance is only one. 
Civil party from Kampot province.
c) Expeditious proceedings 
This trial is taking place over 30 years after the end 
of the Khmer rouge period.  obviously the length of 
time that has passed means that the accused, witnesses 
and some civil parties are very elderly. unsurprisingly, 
civil parties raised the speed of the trial as one of their 
concerns and were worried that the accused might die 
before justice can be delivered. 
I feel tense and frustrated because it is not 
going as fast as I would like it to…and…if they 
die before the trial, then our application will 
become meaningless right? 
Civil party from Pursat province.
What I really want is that it should be more 
expeditious and I want the international 
community, NGOs, whoever involved to really 
help push it forward faster.  Because if they 
14. open Society Justice initiative, “the future of cases 003/004 at the 
Extraordinary chambers in the courts of cambodia”, october 2012, available 
at http://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/sites/default/files/eccc-report-
cases3and4-100112_0.pdf
15. open Society Justice initiative, “Political interference at the Extraordinary 
chambers in the courts of cambodia”, July 2010.  available at http://www.
opensocietyfoundations.org/sites/default/files/political-interference-courts-
cambodia-20100706.pdf, pp.16-17.
16. open Society Justice initiative, “recent developments at the Extraordinary 
chambers in the courts of cambodia”, november 2011, p.5.  available 
at http://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/sites/default/files/eccc-
developments-20111114.pdf 
17. Supra n 14, p.11.
can do so, just to make it expeditious it really 
means that you help the victims of this country 
already. 
Civil party from Kampot province. 
unfortunately this fear was realised towards the 
end of the trial with the death of ieng Sary in 2013.  
Unsurprisingly the fact that Sary died before judgement 
is disappointing not only to civil parties, but to the many 
victims of Khmer rouge crimes.18
2. GoaLS oF BEinG a civiL Party
What does it mean to be a civil party?  civil parties 
share similar values and goals, creating their own 
meaning for the role beyond the official purpose in 
the internal rules. these goals fall into four main areas: 
a) witnessing justice b) personal motivation c) social 
interaction and educational benefits d) playing a role in 
achieving justice.
a) Witnessing justice
By participating here, it is important, because 
we victims, especially myself, I can witness the 
process, the actual, the real process happening 
at the Court setting…it is important that I am 
here physically. 
Civil party from Kampong Speu province
it has been a long wait for accountability in cambodia 
and attending the trial satisfies the civil parties’ need to 
see justice.  The civil parties placed great importance 
on physically attending the trial, translating the 
ECCC’s abstract discourse of justice into time, place 
and experience.  Since the Khmer rouge shrouded 
cambodian lives in misinformation and conspiracy 
about the ‘truth’ of the regime and what happened 
during it, the Eccc plays a vital role in clarifying 
knowledge about the regime. 
... [Attendance] ... helps because we can 
witness and we can hear directly words from 
their mouth.
Civil party from Pursat province. 
 
18. Open Society Justice Initiative, “Recent Developments at the Extraordinary 
chambers in the courts of cambodia”, march 2013, p. 7. available at http://
www.opensocietyfoundations.org/reports/recent-developments-extraordinary-
chambers-courts-cambodia-march-2013
5b) Personal motivation
[Reasons for participation] ... First, is my 
suffering, second is because almost all of my 
family members were purged and I also lived 
my hard life in the work stations during that 
time in the prisons...And because of all those 
reasons I was so keen to apply and I tried also 
in many ways to make sure that I could apply. 
Civil party from Kampot province
as could be expected, personal and family experiences 
are the main motivation for participation, with nearly 
half of respondents stating they were acting on behalf 
or in memory of family members who suffered or were 
killed during the regime.  Feelings of suffering and loss 
motivated the civil parties.
This is what Cambodian people have been 
waiting for…I myself, especially what happened 
to my family members still haunts me until 
today, I still have nightmares about that.  It is 
still very recent, [even] after 30 years. 
Civil party from Pursat province.
c) Social interaction and educational benefits 
Practitioners and scholars of international law are 
consistently in danger of losing grasp of a trial not only 
as a process of legal norms, actors and judgements, but 
understanding it as a social event.  civil parties value 
the social nature of civil party participation. attendance 
is important to civil parties since they can meet 
others undergoing the same experiences, providing an 
important social function to attendance. 
... [Attendance provides the] ... opportunity 
to meet with other people, younger, older, 
sharing stories [of] these kinds of experience, 
and networking, at least it helps. 
Civil party from Pursat province.
Here they meet each other in a context that is focused 
on the former regime and their experiences of it and 
this can have educational as well as social value.  many 
said that they would go back and explain to family and 
village what happened at the Eccc.
... [Attendance is an opportunity to] ... inform 
my children of younger generation about what 
happened during the regime and about the 
sentence. 
Civil party from Pursat province.
If we have the opportunity to attend the court 
it will give us more understanding and then it 
[gives us] understanding of what is the current 
social reality happening in the country now.  
Civil party from Battambang province.
attendance may also contribute to a broader 
understanding of rule of law, which is significant since 
the Cambodian domestic judicial system has well-
documented problems with bribery and patronage.19
It is important because I can know about the 
legal process and proceedings at the Court 
and especially we learn that there is a law that 
can try this kinds of atrocities or leaders that 
committed this kinds of atrocities. 
Civil party from Kampot province.
d) Play a role in achieving justice
We…participate in the meeting about the 
trial of the four accused so that justice can be 
delivered. 
Civil party from Kampong Speu province.
Some civil parties were satisfied or happy that, in their 
words, justice was being pursued and that they were a 
key part of this. The invocation of ‘justice’ was in these 
cases uncomplicated by concerns regarding reparations, 
sentencing, the number of prosecutions or interference 
in trials. Rather, the pursuit of justice in the specific 
circumstances of the Eccc was referred to as equal to 
justice itself.   
For these civil parties, being part of the official process 
was enough.  there was real importance given to the 
opportunity to participate and most civil parties (as 
well as their families) were very happy that there was 
this possibility.
Actually it took too many years of waiting for 
this to happen, I have been waiting for this and 
I really wish that this kind of tribunal happen 
even before that.
Civil party from Battambang province.
19. Supra n 15, pp 4-5.
63. EmotionaL conSEquEncES oF 
aPPLication and ParticiPation 
a central concern within any research based on victim 
involvement is the extent to which victims’ mental 
health is affected by a justice process. While some 
respondents said that they had no misgivings about 
participation, many other respondents presented with 
emotional distress associated with their participation.  
one of the reasons given for not having concerns 
about participation was telling the Eccc the truth.  a 
civil party from Pursat stated that he had no worries 
“because this is my real story.”
However, despite this positive outlook from some 
civil parties, other respondents confirmed that 
participation could result in the reliving of trauma, 
saying that recollection of experiences during the 
application process had been painful.  not only was 
recalling experiences to complete the application form 
difficult, there were sometimes physical effects such as 
headaches and nightmares.
It was very difficult, you know, when I started 
to write at night I had a nightmare about the 
regime and then sometimes when I woke up, I 
said…should I stop writing now. 
Civil party from Pursat province.
I felt at that time, still very embarrassed about 
talking about all those stories happening to me 
especially when they asked me more and more 
questions, I tend to become forgetful and then 
became shocked immediately.  
I know their questions, I understand their 
questions, but I could hardly say anything 
about all that and even now still feel very 
embarrassed.  
Civil party from Kampong Speu province.
nearly a third of respondents were either concerned 
themselves with reprisals post-participation or their 
families were.  While the international community may 
be forgiven for viewing the Khmer rouge regime as 
part of the history of twentieth-century totalitarian 
dictatorship, for these particular victims the regime is an 
ongoing presence and threat.
... Those senior leaders – I am sure they don’t 
know me, they don’t know who I am, but what 
I worry is that because when I filed this ... 
There [are] lower level cadres who probably 
still know me, still recognise me and I am 
afraid that I [could] be [harmed] by these 
people.  
Civil party from Kampot province.
... Fear that I will always be haunted by 
the thought that someone would murder, 
someone would kill me – this sort of thing is 
still in my mind. 
Civil party from Kampong Speu province.
Some civil parties had family and friends who chose not 
to participate for fear of reprisal, while others spoke 
about the fear of their friends and family at their own 
participation.
There were people, some other relatives, [who 
said] “you filed a complaint you know, and 
[now] you will have your name at the Court 
and then if anything happens and if the Pol Pot 
regime comes back again, you will have your 
name there, [and] you will be the first one to 
be killed. 
Civil party from Pursat province. 
this social pressure led this respondent to “feel regret 
at filing the application, I thought I should not have filed 
the applications.”
nonetheless, different aspects of participation brought 
emotional relief to most civil parties.  the thought of 
achieving justice led to relief and satisfaction on the part 
of civil parties as well as benefits from the participation 
process in general, including the opportunity to share 
their suffering under the Khmer rouge with their family 
and others.  For example, this civil party from Pursat 
province found writing the application form cathartic:
Little by little, day after day, I finally could 
manage to finish about 20 pages.  I had the 
opportunity to recall what happened and then 
through writing I thought I was relieved also 
and I printed that story and then I handed it 
out to my children and then my children read 
it and sometimes they cried but anyway they 
learnt about their father’s story and it helps 
me.  
While I was writing I recall the story, I cry, I 
wrote, all of that it made me relieved. 
74. ProBLEmS From LimitEd rESourcES
So frustrated.  I think I have asked people 
[about my application] until they got tired of 
me, I think. 
Civil Party from Pursat province.
the Eccc found it hard to deal with the thousands 
of applications by potential civil parties, and the huge 
number that had to be processed was compounded 
by the difficulties caused by the lack of funding (and 
late set-up) of the Victims Unit (subsequently renamed 
the victims Support Section).20 the interviews reveal 
the frustration of civil parties at the mercy of the 
application process, and the sense of anxiety they 
felt upon discovering limited legal assistance and 
explanation about the trial.
civil society organisations and international nGoS 
have criticised the lack of resources given to victims 
and this is reflected in the responses of the civil parties.  
civil parties called for further psychological support 
and financial assistance (mainly for attendance of trial).  
A number acknowledged that there has been limited 
and delayed information leading to long waits to hear 
about their progress.   
I was always waiting for the answers and 
the reply back to me.  One day I saw I think 
on TV there was the explanation about the 
application process and then I saw there was 
big piles of application forms in the office on 
TV and then I thought to myself probably in 
that pile is one of my application, maybe.  I just 
thought about that.  But I was always looking 
and waiting to hear about how my status was. 
Civil party from Battambang province.
…We kept waiting for response and actually 
we really wanted to know about the result, the 
status and then we were always waiting for the 
call or for the information.
Civil party from Pursat province.
When there was no follow up or if they had additional 
questions, civil parties were then unsure who to 
contact for additional information.  
20. For details on the under-resourcing of victims at the ECCC, please see 
Johanna Herman, “realities of victim Participation: the civil party system in 
practice at the Extraordinary chambers in the courts of cambodia (Eccc)”, 
Contemporary Justice Review, Volume 16, No 4, December 2013, pp. 469-472.
…I didn’t ask for any more information or this 
kind of thing because I don’t know… and I 
didn’t know who I should contact as well and…
if I want to talk about anything I don’t know 
how to meet with my lawyer or I don’t know 
who I should meet to talk about this...  
Civil party from Kampong Speu province.
5. undErStandinG and PErcEPtion oF civiL 
PartiES rEGardinG triaL and ParticiPation 
although the civil parties were supported by various 
NGOs throughout the process, many of them lacked 
important information about participation.  most 
Cambodia-based civil parties have low levels of 
education, and their interview responses reflected their 
uncertainty about key aspects of the trials, including 
what to expect regarding sentencing and reparations.
First when they talk about reparations, we 
always thought that probably individual 
reparations would be awarded but later on 
we learned that it could never be this form of 
reparations - it’s only collective reparations. 
And now that we are poor with the hope that 
we can get some individual reparations, but 
now without that, I just don’t know what kind 
of collective reparations it should be.
Civil party from Battambang province.
Further, a number claimed that they had never met 
their lawyer.  However, it is certain that nearly all of 
them would have at least met their lawyer at least once. 
the Eccc held regional civil party forums all over the 
country for civil parties to learn about their application 
acceptance, key aspects of the trial, their role and 
participation as well as providing the opportunity to 
meet their lawyers.  This demonstrates the lack of 
understanding of what that meeting was for and the 
role of their lawyers.21   
I don’t know, I don’t know what they [the 
lawyers] are doing, I don’t know what is the 
procedure, I don’t know how many clients 
they have and then I don’t know how many 
are invited or how many should meet their 
lawyers, I really don’t know.
Civil party from Pursat province.
21. The ADHOC survey of civil parties also found that legal knowledge of 
proceedings needed to be strengthened and that just half knew that lawyers 
represented them at trials, supra n 13 nadine Kirchenbauer et al, “victims 
participation before the Extraordinary chambers in the courts of cambodia”, 
pp.iv-v.
8none of the civil parties interviewed stated that they 
had had any contact with the victims Support Section, 
even though all would have had contact with them at 
the civil party forum.  again, this shows little recognition 
of the role of the Eccc and the victims Support 
Section.  in addition to confusion about the role of 
lawyers, victims Support Section and the outcomes of 
the trial and reparations, civil parties were uncertain 
about their role, specifically what they could hope 
for or achieve themselves and some were not able 
to express what they thought were the benefits of 
participation and attendance.  
6. coLLEctivE and moraL rEParationS
as stated in rule 23 of the internal rules, civil parties 
are able to seek collective and moral reparations.22 
Similar to respondents in previous large-scale studies,23 
the civil parties voiced a wide range of opinions 
regarding reparations.  many of our civil party 
interviewees expressed an equanimity or resignation 
towards the impossibility of individual reparations, even 
though this was their stated preference. 
First people talk about individual reparations, 
but the more we were involved, the more 
we learned that individual reparations don’t 
exist.  And then, because we lost everything, 
property, everything during the Khmer 
Rouge…I would like to suggest that…the 
Court can think about victims individually for 
these reparations. 
Civil party from Battambang province.
The majority of respondents knew that reparations 
were to be collective, and felt they had little input over 
the ultimate award from the Eccc.  
Actually when we talk about reparations, 
what we really want is money, but because 
NGOs say there is no money, no such kind of 
reparations, only collective and then it’s up to 
the Court. 
Civil party from Kampong Speu province.
nevertheless, they showed understanding of collective 
reparations and described a desire for infrastructural 
22. rule 23 quinquies. Civil Party Claim, Internal Rules (rev. 8), ECCC, 2011.  
available at  http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/document/legal/internal-rules-rev8 
23. Supra n 13 nadine Kirchenbauer et al, “victims participation before the 
Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia”, pp 38-42 and supra n 13 
Phuong Pham et al, “After the First Trial”, pp. 35-37.
improvements to schools, training programs, stupa, 
national holidays, memorials and other kinds of 
commemorative legacies.
in addition, opinion was strong on the unsatisfactory 
nature of the reparations awarded in case 001, with 
a number of respondents calling the reparations 
meaningless and inadequate.  
It’s just disturbing.  You know, you spend many 
years doing investigation, and then you indict 
them and then you sentence them and finally 
the reparations is just nothing. 
Civil Party from Battambang province. 
4. LESSonS LEarnEd
These lessons learned reflect on how the ECCC could 
have done things differently, and how to prepare for 
future cases, if they go ahead.  Despite being specific to 
the situation at the Eccc, they demonstrate areas of 
concern for other courts in planning for victim support.
Education concErninG Fair triaL riGHtS 
the importance placed by civil parties on hearing the 
accused take responsibility for their crimes in the first 
theme, shows that fair trial rights need to be explained 
during civil party specific communication or broader 
public information campaigns.  although duch was 
forthcoming with apologies and statements of remorse 
during case 001,24 it was a different situation in case 
002/01.  two of the accused exercised their right to 
remain silent - Ieng Sary (before his death in 2012) 
and Khieu Samphan (nuon chea was the only one to 
testify when called upon).   
to avoid disappointment or anger at why this is 
possible, the rights of the defence need to be clearly 
explained to civil parties.  there are a number of ways 
in which this could be done.  the defence support 
section already does a presentation at the regional 
civil party forums, and this particular aspect could be 
further explored and emphasised.  although time is 
necessarily short when they have so many clients, civil 
party group lawyers can also clearly explain what to 
expect from the defence strategy and behaviour of 
24. the Eccc Public affairs Section compiled duch’s statements of apology 
and acknowledgements of responsibility for the ECCC website as part of the 
reparations order. these are available at http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/articles/
duch-apology-available-download 
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rights nGo) has a civil party representative scheme 
in place.25  this enables them to communicate with 
the large numbers of civil parties through regional 
representatives.  the representatives can be educated 
on this issue to then inform the civil parties in their 
area.  the Public affairs section and victims Support 
Section at the Eccc should also include this in their 
materials where appropriate.  
Further, a number of interviewees were upset at the 
decision to sever ieng thirith from the proceedings due 
to health issues.  
I don’t like it all when Ieng Thirith’s lawyers 
asked for her to get released.  I think she is 
only pretending to be mentally unwell.
Civil party from Pursat province.
again, education on the process involved, including the 
consultation of impartial medical experts to achieve a 
diagnosis should demonstrate that it is hard to ‘pretend’. 
it may still be frustrating but will hopefully help civil 
parties understand why she is not involved in the trial.
StratEGy For communication  
rEGardinG rEParationS
the issue of engaging case 002 civil parties with the 
reparations submission is immediately complicated by 
that fact that in the Duch judgement, the judges took 
a very narrow view of reparations,26 which was widely 
criticised as unimaginative and disappointing.27  For this 
reason the concept of ‘moral and collective’ reparations 
is difficult to explain to civil parties based on this 
precedent.  With the changes made to the internal 
Rules since the first judgement there has been a great 
deal of uncertainty of how reparations will work in 
practice. 
In the first trial, the four civil party groups provided 
their own individual submission on reparations as well 
as a joint submission between them.   A key change 
for case 002 was the single submission for collective 
and moral reparations by the lead co-lawyers on behalf 
of all civil parties, and this submission may only seek a 
25. Supra n 13, pp 7-9.
26. the trial chamber allowed only the following reparations 1) the names of all 
civil parties would be included in the Judgment 2) compilation and dissemination 
of acknowledgment of guilty made by Duch.
27. Supra n 7, p. 53 and John d. ciorciari, “the duch verdict”, cambodia 
tribunal monitor, available at http://www.cambodiatribunal.org/sites/default/
files/resources/the_duch_verdict.pdf 
limited number of awards.  unfortunately there is no 
earmarked funding for this, such as a specific fund and 
it is up to the lead co-lawyers and Victims Support 
Section to raise the funds and demonstrate to the trial 
Chamber sufficient external funding for each project 
(which has proved difficult and an unfair burden).28 
It is important for civil party lawyers, the lead co-
lawyers, the victims Support Section and nGos to plan 
a clear strategy to explain any reparations awarded 
by the ECCC later this year.  The lead co-lawyers 
have submitted 13 reparation projects to the Trial 
chamber relating to commemoration, rehabilitation 
and documentation and education.  these included 
a number of memorials and monuments, national 
day of remembrance, testimonial therapy, self-help 
groups for rehabilitation, exhibitions on forced transfer 
and tuol Po chrey (Khmer rouge execution site), a 
storybook and textbook chapter and publication of 
the judgment.29 These projects were the outcome of 
an extensive process of consultation, carried out by 
the civil party lawyers, victims Support Section and 
partner organizations once the co-investigating judges 
had decided the admissibility of civil parties.  during this 
initial process 16 projects were identified.30  the lead 
co-lawyers also considered the wishes expressed by 
civil parties in their original applications for admission.31  
The projects were developed through collaborative 
meetings, workshops and conferences.32 in interviews, 
the civil parties expressed a sense of resignation and 
powerlessness towards reparations, which could have 
been avoided if they were informed of the consultation 
process as it was going on, were aware of taking part 
and understood their contribution.  
However, it remains to be seen whether the trial 
Chamber will accept these projects as reparations or 
whether some of them will be considered as non-
judicial measures.33  the trial chamber has stated that 
the initial 7 projects proposed in February 2012 (as 
priority projects) would be endorsed “in principle” 
as long as funding and support from the cambodian 
28. Open Society Justice Initiative, “Reparations for Khmer Rouge Crimes”, 
September 2013.
29. Eccc news, “meaningful reparation for Khmer rouge victims”, 25 February 
2014.  available at http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/articles/meaningful-reparation-
khmer-rouge-victims
30. Supra n 7, p.54
31. Lead co-lawyers for civil parties, Lead co-lawyers indication to the trial 
chamber of the priority projects for implementation as reparations (Internal 
Rule 80bis(4)) with strictly confidential annexes. 12 February 2013.  Para 2.
32. Ibid.
33. Supra n 7, p.55.
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Government was obtained.34  Most of the 13 projects 
have now secured funding from various sources.35  
Nonetheless, these are still a small number of projects 
with limited scope and reach, likely quite different to 
what the civil parties interviewed envisaged.  despite 
the difficulties in communicating with the thousands civil 
parties, they need to be made aware of the projects 
ultimately awarded in the judgement, the relevance 
of these particular projects to civil parties, and why 
and how these projects were chosen.  With the 
departure of the international civil party lead co-lawyer 
in may 2014, an established communications strategy 
formulated by all stakeholders is even more crucial.36
as of February 2010, the victims Support Section 
is also entrusted with the development and 
implementation of non-judicial programmes and 
measures addressing the broader interests of victims, 
not just civil parties.  These programmes can be 
developed with external governmental and non-
governmental organizations. This is another major 
change from case 001.  it is therefore not a surprise 
that civil parties are confused, when non-judicial 
measures are completely new and nGos and lawyers 
were also unsure of what the Trial Chamber would find 
acceptable regarding reparations awards.  However, this 
makes it all the more important that once the verdict 
for case 002/01 is out and there is a clearer idea of 
what the court will support and what can be awarded, 
this should be communicated for civil parties in future 
cases by nGos, Eccc and lawyers in a coordinated 
way.  this information should support a comprehensive 
consultation process for all civil parties on reparations 
carried out by nGos, Eccc victims Support Section, 
civil party lawyers and lead co-lawyers.  
maximiSE imPact oF attEndancE
The trial can benefit civil parties as not simply an 
accountability mechanism but specifically as a meeting 
place for those directly affected by the regime.  the 
trial provides an educational and social function for the 
civil parties allowing them to meet, and to then pass on 
34. anne Heindel, “trial chamber endorses proposed case 002 reparation 
projects ‘In Principle’”, Cambodia Tribunal Monitor, p. 2.  Available at http://
www.cambodiatribunal.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/commentary_130812.
pdf
35. Lauren Crothers, “Most ECCC Reparations Projects Secure Funding“, The 
Cambodia Daily, april 22, 2014.  available at http://www.cambodiadaily.com/
news/most-eccc-reparations-projects-secure-funding-56910/  
36.  ECCC news, “Statement by Elisabeth Simonneau-Fort, International Civil 
Party Lead Co-Lawyer”, 21 February 2014. Available at
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/articles/statement-elisabeth-simonneau-fort-
international-civil-party-lead-co-lawyer  
what they have learned to others.  it is therefore crucial 
to make the experience as meaningful as possible for 
those attending.  the victims Support Section aimed 
to ensure that every civil party attended the Eccc 
at least once during case 002/01.  this in itself posed 
logistical and organisational problems since there are 
nearly 4,000 civil parties from all over the country.  
although some printed materials are made available 
as people enter the courtroom, further targeted 
support to those attending would make the experience 
worthwhile.  In addition to the handouts explaining key 
facts about the case, further oral explanation of the 
day’s proceedings and how this contributes to the trial 
as a whole would help the civil parties understand what 
they are witnessing.  
the social function of attendance as a means of 
reaffirming a sense of community of civil parties 
could also be developed.  although there are the 
regional civil party forums, the trips to the Eccc 
could also promote bonds between civil parties and 
understanding of their role, as an individual and as a 
group.  nGos and Eccc staff can inform civil parties 
during their visit of how they contribute and what 
participation means for the trial.  in this way they 
can understand the significant role they have to play 
together.  However, their role must not be exaggerated.  
one civil party from Pursat province said they would 
be “extremely disappointed” were they not given the 
opportunity to testify in court.  it is therefore crucial 
to ensure that they have a realistic perspective of what 
they are able to do as civil parties when attending the 
Eccc. 
PSyCHO-SOCIAL SUPPORT AT  
aPPLication StaGE
Psycho-social support is provided for civil parties 
through a number of mechanisms. the transcultural 
Psychosocial organisation is the primary nGo in this 
area and provides on-site services for those attending 
the trial.37 this support however, focuses on accepted 
civil parties and their attendance at the court.  our 
interviews show that civil parties spoke of ‘headaches’, 
‘embarrassment’, ‘shame’, ‘anger’, and ‘pain’ from the 
beginning of the application process.  it was not only 
attendance (or acceptance) as a civil party that may 
cause trauma, but the act of applying.  therefore, in 
the future psychosocial support should also be made 
available when nGos are visiting potential civil parties 
37. Please see the tPo website http://tpocambodia.org/index.php?id=justicean
dreliefforsurvivors 
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to assist them with the application process.  depending 
on the needs of the applicant, the nGo either helps 
them write the form, or leaves the form with them and 
returns a few days later.  In the first case, there could be 
a debrief after writing the form, making them aware of 
how they may feel and providing an opportunity to talk 
further at that time if necessary.  in the second case, 
counselling could be made available when the nGo 
returns to pick up the form.
FundinG and StratEGy For victimS
the experience of the Eccc demonstrates the 
importance of considering victims early in the process.  
The ECCC has suffered from under-funding of the 
victims unit/victims support section, which is reflective 
of broader funding concerns of the Eccc.38  the 
lack of money coupled with the massive increase in 
applications between case 001 and case 002 meant 
that there were many challenges in processing the 
applications.  this research shows that civil parties 
have felt frustration and uncertainty from the resulting 
delays.  they experienced anxiety from not hearing 
updates or information.  Although it is difficult to make 
recommendations in this case where the money is 
simply not available, in any new cases going forward, 
there needs to be at least be a strategy for victims led 
by the ECCC including all other stakeholders to inform 
and update civil parties.  For any other cases additional 
funding is not only needed for reparations projects, but 
for victim support during the participation process.  this 
is a small amount in terms of what the Eccc costs 
overall, but it will have a great impact and maximise 
the money that donors have already committed, 
ensuring a legacy for victims by the Eccc.  For other 
internationalised criminal courts with large numbers 
of victim participants, adequate funding needs to be in 
place early with a coordinated strategy. 
5. arEaS For FuturE rESEarcH
communicatinG comPLEx tEcHnicaL 
aSPEctS oF tHE caSE
many civil parties expressed the desire for the trial 
to be more expeditious.  However, although the 
Severance order of September 2011 split case 002 
into a series of shorter trials expressly to ensure that at 
least one verdict would be reached concerning some 
38. Open Society Justice Initiative, “Planning and Leadership Now Needed at 
Eccc”, november 2013, p.4.
charges,39 none of those interviewed were aware of 
this.  this is unsurprising since the Severance order was 
disputed, subsequently went to the Supreme court 
chamber and was then appealed in 2013.40  this is 
a very complex issue but is directly relevant to the 
concern regarding an expeditious trial.41  Similarly to 
the complex and evolving role of reparations, further 
research needs to done to find out how best to convey 
such information to civil parties, which may answer 
some of their concerns and questions.  
communicatinG KEy aSPEctS oF victim 
ParticiPation 
Some civil parties were very uncertain as to what 
to expect from the outcomes of the trial, the trial 
process, the role of law/lawyers or the possibilities of 
reparations.  this demonstrates that although these 
topics were discussed at civil party forums and by 
lawyers and nGo staff, it was not enough. the civil 
parties likely have never come into contact with the 
domestic justice system, let alone an institution such 
as the Eccc so there needs to be a concerted effort 
to educate and inform on these topics.  this is crucial 
for civil parties to understand and engage with what 
is happening at different points.  more importantly, 
there was some uncertainty regarding their role 
as civil parties and what they can achieve, which is 
extremely important for them to feel ownership of the 
participation process rather than just having a passive 
experience.   By giving them knowledge and agency in 
the process they will not only be civil parties in name, 
but also active participants. Further research is needed 
on innovative and creative ways to communicate this 
information regarding their role and the participation 
process to civil parties.
imPact oF tHE ducH aPoLoGy
as part of the reparations awarded in case 001, the 
Eccc compiled all statements of apology made by 
duch during the trial into a 27 page document and 
39. Eccc news, “Severance of proceedings ordered in case 002”, 22 
September 2011
 http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/articles/severance-proceedings-ordered-case-002 
40. Eccc news, “trial chamber issues reasoned decision on case 002 
severance”, 26 april 2013. available at http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/articles/trial-
chamber-issues-reasoned-decision-case-002-severance
41. Some nGos were concerned about how this would impact civil parties 
whose harm suffered was not related to the charges in case 002/01 (forced 
population transfer) including the question of eligibility of reparations. However, 
the trial chamber stated that limiting the scope of facts in this way does 
not affect civil party participation since the civil parties no longer participate 
individually but comprise a consolidated group.
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published 10,000 copies for distribution.  a summary 
of this document was also broadcast through radio 
and publicised through other media.  as interviewees 
expressed the desire for the accused to take 
responsibility for their crimes, research is needed on the 
impact this had.  How many people did it reach?  did 
they feel it was enough?
undErStandinG and imPact oF tHE caSE 
003/4 controvErSiES
although there were civil party demands for an 
international standard of justice, the research did not 
address directly whether the civil parties were aware 
of the alleged political interference on cases 003/4, 
the resignations of Eccc staff or the comments made 
by the cambodian Prime minister against further 
prosecutions.  Further research is needed on whether 
they have head of these allegations, and whether this 
has changed their perception of the standard of justice 
at the Eccc.
POTENTIAL REPARATIONS AND NON-JUDICIAL 
mEaSurES ProJEctS
the victims Support Section has the responsibility 
to develop non-judicial measures and externally 
funded projects that can be awarded as moral and 
collective reparations.  Further research is needed on 
relevant reparations programmes in other countries 
and their impact to assist the victims Support 
Section in the development of these measures 
and projects.  In addition, there are a number 
of innovative memorialisation and reconciliation 
projects in Cambodia by local NGOs and civil society 
organisations, which could also provide valuable and 
relevant experience.
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imaGE crEditS
Photo of the courtroom shows the view from the 
public gallery on the first day of opening statements 
for case 002.  this photo is by the Extraordinary 
chambers in the courts of cambodia and is licensed 
under Creative Commons License Attribution-
Sharealike 2.0 Generic. Source: https://www.
flickr.com/photos/krtribunal/6375801903/in/set-
72157622636544794 
Photo of posters shows some of the materials used to 
educate civil parties about trauma.  Photo by Johanna 
Herman.
